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Abstract. In order to protect privacy of RFID tag against malicious tag tracing activ-
ities, most RFID authentication protocols support forward/backward security properties
by updating the same secret values held at both tag end and database end asynchronously
during each authentication session. However, in real network environments an adversary
may easily interrupt or interfere transmission of necessary key update message in each au-
thentication session such that key re-synchronization between tag and database cannot be
completed, which is named as de-synchronization attack. To defend against this security
threat, recent RFID authentication schemes have applied redundant secret/key design to
allow a tag with de-synchronized secret to successfully communicate with server/database
in its next authentication session. In this paper, we first categorize existing authenti-
cation protocols into three types based on their key update mechanisms. Then security
evaluation on de-synchronization attack is conducted for type I and II protocols. Two
attack models and theorems show that synchronization mechanisms used in type I and
II schemes cannot defend against de-synchronization attack. Finally, three remarks are
further presented to support our important finding: most existing RFID authentication
schemes cannot simultaneously provide forward/backward security and resistance for de-
synchronization attack in practical setting.
Keywords: De-synchronization attack, RFID authentication, Tag identification, Secu-
rity

1. Introduction. RFID technology is massively adopted in various applications [36,57-
60] to identify each target object on which a tag with RF (radio frequency) antenna is
attached. An RFID application system is composed of a backend server/database, one
or multiple readers and a lot of tagged objects. In order to prevent illegal and mali-
cious access to information contained in an RFID tag, many theoretically-secure RFID
authentication protocols [1,4-6,8-11,13,16,17,23,25-28,31-37,39,41-45,48-51,53-57] are pro-
posed in recent years; even some of them [36] can be implemented in real world. As
personal privacy has become a highly sensitive topic around the world, there exists real
demand for RFID authentication scheme to support forward/backward security on tagged
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objects to avoid an adversary tracing a person by tracking RFID tagged objects he carries
or wears. Existing authentication protocols usually achieve forward/backward security by
dynamically updating the secret key held at both tag end and the server end. However,
it is easy for an adversary to destroy a key update process between tag and server by
interfering communication channels. This security threat is named as de-synchronization
attack. To defend against this attack, recently proposed protocols utilize the concept
of key redundancy design; that is, the backend server stores both the currently involved
key and the previously used key for a valid tag ID to allow a tag with de-synchronized
key to successfully communicate and re-synchronize its key value with the server in the
next authentication session. Note that in some schemes, key redundancy mechanisms
are adopted at tag side instead of the backend server. In this paper, we want to verify
whether existing RFID authentication protocols supporting forward/backward security
can resist de-synchronization attack in practical setting (i.e., the network environment in
real world).
In the design of RFID authentication, the extremely limited capabilities of RF tags

make it difficult to maintain the computation cost of tags as low as possible and at
the same time achieve strong security and privacy. The limitation inspires academic
scholars to reform traditional cryptographic algorithms for the needs in constructing a
secure and efficient authentication scheme for RFID systems. Along with this trend,
the study on the formal analysis model for RFID security and privacy has promptly
been focused by research community. In 2006, Juels and Weis [24] proposed a formal
definition for RFID privacy (denoted as ind-privacy), and revealed the vulnerabilities of
some privacy-aware RFID protocols. Later, Ha et al. [21] pointed out that previously
proposed adversarial models have limitations on analyzing RFID location privacy. A
formal analysis model (denoted as unp-privacy), which is based on random oracle and
indistinguishability, was accordingly introduced. To pursue practicability, the proposed
model considers passive and active attacks on the message flows between the reader and
the tags as well as the tag compromise attack. Nevertheless, Deursen and Radomirović
[18] had demonstrated that the formal model for RFID location privacy in [21] does not
coincide with the intuitive notion of location privacy. At the same year, Damgrd et al. [14]
introduced the completeness and soundness concepts based on the model proposed in [24].
In 2009, Ma et al. [35] presented their efforts and findings: (1) refining the unp-privacy
model according to its own flaws pointed in the study [18]; (2) proving that unp-privacy
implies ind-privacy; (3) determining the minimal condition for RFID tags to achieve
unp-privacy in an RFID system; and (4) developing an RFID protocol possessing strong
entity privacy and performance efficiency. Next, Ng et al. [38] presented privacy analysis
on symmetric based RFID authentication schemes. The authors divided existing RFID
authentication protocols into four classes and demonstrated the achievable privacy level
for each class. In addition, a strong security claim is argued; that is, forward privacy is
impossible in existing RFID authentication proposals if public key cryptography cannot
be adopted. In 2010, Deng et al. [15] introduced a zero-knowledge based framework for
RFID privacy. The proposed framework is stronger than ind-privacy [35]. Furthermore,
an efficient and robust RFID authentication scheme is introduced with a formal proof.

2. Preliminaries. An RFID system generally consists of many objects attached with
RFID tags (i.e., transponders), an RFID reader (i.e., transceiver) and a backend appli-
cation server. An RFID tag is composed of limited memory space, basic control and
computation circuits and a radio frequency communication module. An RFID reader is
used to acquire data stored in tags without line of sight restriction. The backend appli-
cation server is responsible for retrieving and utilizing the detail information of objects
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attached by RFID tags from corresponding databases. In the normal operation process
of an RFID-based application system, the reader broadcasts RF signals to energize and
inquiry tags in their RF broadcast range. Once a tag is invoked by RF query signals
from the reader, the tag will respond a reply message with pre-defined message format.
In general, a unique identification number is given back to the reader. Afterwards, the
reader processes the received tag message if necessary, and forwards it as a service request
to the backend server. After receiving the service request, the backend server executes
corresponding business logic and responds this service request with the processing result
back to the reader and/or the tag if necessary. Figure 1 shows an RFID communication
environment which consists of a reader, a backend server and multiple tags.

Figure 1. An RFID system

This subsection presents formal definitions for RFID systems and a new concept called
authentication availability. An RFID system is considered as comprising a backend appli-
cation server (with its own database) S, a single reader R and a set of n tags T1, . . . , Tn

in which all of them are probabilistic polynomial time Turing machines. Typically, a tag
means a passive transponder identified by a unique ID, and has limited memory for secret
keys and/or state information. All legitimate tags have registered at S side, and can only
be identified and authenticated by S. In addition, R can request necessary data from S
whenever it requires. During a protocol instance, all the messages exchanged between the
tags and R are free to be intercepted, tampered and replayed. Moreover, the tags are not
tamper-proofed and can be corrupted easily. Once corrupted, all the internal secrets and
memory contents are assumed to be readily available to the adversary.

Since the design of RFID authentication, the security of backend communication chan-
nel between R and S is assumed. However, in real network environments it may pave
a way for attackers to invoke simple transmission task as parts of malicious attacks (or
behaviors). It is highly possible for an adversary to simulate the server reachability with-
out breaking any secure communication or entity authentication mechanisms adopted
between the reader and the server. For example, in a real network environment, if there is
no authentication scheme deployed in packet level, an attacker can easily inject a message
which eventually reaches the server S without breaking any application level security on
communications. Based on the above clarifications, we believe that in real network en-
vironments an adversary Ad can control the communications among parties and interact
with them through the following oracle queries.

• (O1) InitReader( ). This oracle allows Ad to invoke a RF reader to start a session i
of the target protocol, and get back a session identifier sid and a challenge message
ci.
• (O2) Send(Tj, i,m). This oracle allows Ad to send a message m to any given tag Tj,
and get back Tj’s response in session i.
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• (O3) SendToReach(S, i,m). This oracle allows Ad to send a message m to reach the
server S in session i. Note that Ad must not receive any response back.
• (O4) Eavesdrop(R, Tj, i,m). This oracle models passive attack by allowing Ad to
eavesdrop and get read access to the message m exchanged between R and any
given tag Tj in session i.
• (O5) Intercept(R, Tj, i,m). This oracle models active attack by allowing Ad to in-
terrupt the message m transmitted between R and any given tag Tj in session i.
• (O6) SetTag(Tj). This oracle models active attack by allowing Ad to update key and
state information to tag Tj and return Tj’s current key and internal state information.

Oracle O1 which can be realized as an adversary can easily purchase and get access to a
reader device in a realistic environment provided that the target authentication protocol
is open to public usage or proposed as a standard. Once the oracle O1 is supported,
oracles O2, O4 and O5 can be developed without much effort for an adversary under the
assumption that the wireless communication channel between tag and reader is insecure.
As mentioned before, the oracle O3 is for an adversary Ad to simulate the server reach-
ability instead of breaking secure communication or authentication mechanisms between
reader and server. This query operation O3 will be successful as long as an adversary
can find a way to pass the message m to reach the server S. This is highly possible in
real network environments once no extra authentication mechanism is deployed in packet
level. Finally, the oracle O6 is reasonable as the vulnerability of tag is assumed.

Definition 2.1. (Authentication Availability): Assume that at the end of session
i− 1, the secret sj shared between any given tag Tj and the backend application server S
is synchronized. S and Tj will accept request/response messages [ci, ri, fi] with probabil-
ity 100% during the next session i, where ci is a challenge message, ri is Tj’s response
protected by the secret sj, and fi is the final message based on ci, ri and sj.

Experiment ExpAvailability
Ad [sp,n,p, q, r,v,w,x]

• Initialize RAP(): setup the reader R and a set T of n tags T1, T2, . . . , Tn;

• {Tj, ci, st} ← AO1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6

1 [R,S, T ]; //learning stage
• b ∈R {0, 1};
• If b = 0 then ri ← RAP (R, S, Tj, ci, sj) and fi ← RAP (R, S, Tj, ci, ri, sj

′)
else (ri, fi)← RAP (R, S, Tj, ci, ri, sj);

• b′AO1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6

2 [R,S, Tj, st, ci, ri, fi]; //guessing stage
• The experiment outputs 1 if b′ = b, 0 otherwise.

The ExpAvailability
Ad [sp, n, p, q, r, v, w, x] is a game-based experiment for the adversary Ad

to test the availability of any given target RFID authentication protocol RAP() in which
sp is the security parameter and n, p, q, r, v, w, x are experiment parameters. In the
experiment, the adversary Ad (consisting of algorithms A1 and A2) is given RAP() as the
input and allowed to launch O1, O2, O3, O4, O5 and O6 oracle queries without exceeding
n, p, q, r, v, w and x overall calls, respectively. At first, the experiment initializes RAP()
by producing a reader R and n-tags set T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} according to the security
parameter sp. In the learning stage, algorithm A1 selects the target tag Tj and a challenge
message ci. Meanwhile, a state information st is output. Next, the experiment selects
a random bit b, and sets ri ← RAP (R, S, Tj, ci, sj) and fi ← RAP (R, S, Tj, ci, ri, s

′
j) if

b = 0, and (ri, fi) ← (R, S, Tj, ci, ri, sj) otherwise. Note that sj and s′j are two different
secret values. Next, in the guessing stage, algorithm A2 has oracle accesses to R, S, Tj,
st, ci, ri and fi, and requires inferring whether ri and fi are involved with the same secret
sj or not.
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Definition 2.2. Let E be the event that occurs if either S or Tj does not accept [ci, ri, fi]
during any given session i. An adversary Ad(ε, t, p, q, r, v, w, x)-breaks the availability
of the target RFID authentication protocol RAP () if the probability that E occurs, i.e.,
Pr[E], is at least ε and the running time of Ad is at most t, where ε is non-negligible and
t is a polynomial time which depends on the execution time of O1, O2, O3, O4, O5 and O6.
In brief, the RFID authentication protocol RAP () provides (ε, t, p, q, r, v, w, x)-availability
if there exists no adversary Ad(ε, t, p, q, r, v, w, x)-breaks the availability of RAP ().

3. Analysis on Existing RFID Authentication Mechanisms against De-synchr-
onization Attack. To defend against de-synchr-onization attack, recent RFID authenti-
cation protocols adopt a so-called key redundancy design; e.g., the backend server (or the
tag) stores both the currently involved key and the previously used key for a valid tag ID
to allow a tag with de-synchronized key to successfully communicate and re-synchronize
its key value with the server in the next authentication session. In this section, we first
categorize existing RFID authentication protocols into three types, i.e., types I, II and
III. Security evaluation on de-synchronization attack is then conducted for protocols as-
sociated with types I and II, respectively. Our results show that the key synchronization
mechanisms used in types I and II protocols cannot defend against de-synchronization
attack.

3.1. General operation components and mechanisms used in protocol.

1. OTag(), OServer(): A collection of operations denoted as an oracle following the
protocol specification carried out on the tag and the server side, respectively.

2. Ki
ID: The tag key at session i where the initial key is K0

ID.
3. Si

ID: The tag state at session i denoted as an encapsulation of the tag key Ki
ID and

other per instance generated and received values. If Si
ID is updated to Si+1

ID , Ki
ID is

updated to Ki+1
ID as well.

4. OUpdate(Si
ID): A tag key update operation performed on the tag side which takes

Si
ID as input and outputs Ki+1

ID .
5. key redundancy design: Two redundant records of secret key value shared between S

and Tj (e.g., currently involved key Ki
ID and the key Ki−1

ID used in the last session).
6. key independent update: The newly updated key Ki+1

ID is independent of the input
value Si

ID at any given session i (e.g., Ki+1
ID 6= Ki+2

ID in which Ki+1
ID ← OUpdate(Si

ID)
at session i, and Ki+2

ID ← OUpdate(Si
ID) at session i+ 1).

7. key dependent update: The newly updated key Ki+1
ID is dependent on the input value

Si
ID at any given session i (e.g., Ki+1

ID = Ki+2
ID in which Ki+1

ID ← OUpdate(Si
ID) at

session i, and Ki+2
ID ← OUpdate(Si

ID) at session i+ 1).

Next, we classify existing RFID authentication protocols based on where key redun-
dancy design is adopted (e.g., at the tag side or the server side) and which key update
mechanism is utilized (e.g., dependent or independent). Protocols out of our classification
either cannot guarantee forward/backward security properties [4,12,23,35-37,48,53] or are
vulnerable to de-synchronization attack [10,13,16,26,27,39,41-43,45]. We briefly introduce
each protocol subgroup as follows.

1. Type I protocols [1,5,6,28,31-34,49-51] involve with key independent update, and its
key redundancy design is adopted the server side. (Please refer to Figure 2)

2. Type II protocols [9,44,56] involve with key independent update, and its key redun-
dancy design is adopted the tag side. (Please refer to Figure 3)

3. Type III protocols [8,11,54,55] possess key dependent update and its key redundancy
design is adopted either at the server side or at the tag side.
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3.2. Type I protocols are vulnerable to de-synchronization attack.

Theorem 3.1. Type I schemes [1,5,6,28,31-34,49-51] are vulnerable to de-synchronization
attack. For any given tag Tj, Type I protocols cannot provide at least (ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)-
availability (or at least (ε, t, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0)-availability).

Proof: We demonstrate how to break the availability of Type I protocols in a polyno-
mial time. Given the target Type I RFID authentication protocol RAP() and its corre-
sponding security parameter sp, the adversary Ad considers the following de-synchronizat-
ion attack processes. Note that in the session i − 1, the secrets shared between Tj and
S is synchronized. Let the key values at the server side are Ki

ID and Ki−1
ID , and the key

value at the tag side is Ki
ID.

The first phase (session i):

• System initialization: Ad recognizes RAP() with the security parameter sp.
• InitReader( ): Ad selects the target tag Tj, and utilizes the oracle O1 to invoke a
reader R and start a new session of RAP(). Then, Ad obtains the session identifier
i, a state information st and a challenge message ci.
• Send(Tj, i, ci): Ad utilizes the oracle O2 to send ci to Tj, and receive a tag response
ri. These two values ci and ri are temporarily maintained and will be exploited in
the third phase. Note that the first two steps, i.e., InitReader( ) and Send (Tj, i,
ci), can also be accomplished via the combination of oracle queries O4 and O5. That

Figure 2. The normal operation process of Type I protocols in session i
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is, Ad can execute two times of oracle query O4 to eavesdrop ci and ri, respectively,
exchanged between a legitimate reader R′ and Tj. Next, the oracle query O5 is
invoked to interrupt the rest transmission (i.e., ri, vi and fi) between R′ and Tj.

At the end of this phase, the key values at the server side are Ki
ID and Ki−1

ID , and the
key value at the tag side is Ki

ID.

The second phase (session i+ 1):

• In this session, Ad is suspended and monitors the channel involved with Tj until
a whole operation process of RAP() between another legitimate reader R′′ and Tj

is performed successfully. Note that in session i + 1, ci+1, ri+1, vi+1 and fi+1 are
transmitted.
• So far, the key values at the server side are Ki+2

ID ← OUpdate(Si
ID) and Ki−1

ID , and the
key value at the tag side is Ki+2

ID ← OUpdate(Si
ID).

The third phase (session i+ 2):

• Once the second phase is done, Ad performs the following procedures immediately.
• InitReader( ): Ad selects the target tag Tj, and uses the oracle O1 to invoke R to
start a new session of RAP(). Ad then gets the session identifier i + 2, a state
information st and a challenge message ci+2.
• SendToReach(S, i + 2, {ci, ri}): Ad uses the oracle query O3 to send {ci, ri} to S.
Since {ci, ri} are involved with key Ki

ID, {ci, ri} will be successfully verified at S
side. After that, S performs the key update mechanism, i.e., Ki+3

ID ← OUpdate(Si
ID)

and Ki−1
ID .

Finally, Ad finishes the experiment and outputs a bit b′ as its conjecture of the value
of b from ExpAvailability

Ad . As RAP() adopts key independent update, the key value shared
between S and Tj is out-of-synchronization now. The secret keys at S side are Ki−1

ID and
Ki+3

ID , and the key at Tj side is K
i+2
ID . Since in key independent update the updated key is

independent of the input value, it is obvious that Ki+3
ID is not the same with Ki+2

ID . In that
case, the adversary Ad can always make a correct guess of b with the above three attack
steps, where only 2, 1, 1, 0, 0 and 0 execution times of the oracle queries O1, O2, O3, O4, O5

and O6 are required, respectively. As the probability that Ad(ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)-break the
availability of RAP() is significant, i.e., Adv(ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) = |Pr[Ad′s guess is corre-
ct] − 50%| = 50%, and the running time of Ad is polynomial, we can conclude that
Type I protocols cannot provide at least (ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)-availability. Note that the
oracle queries O4 and O5 can be utilized to replace the oracles O1 and O2 in the first
phase. This leads to another conclusion that Type I protocols cannot guarantee at least
(ε, t, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0)-availability. Theorem 3.1 is proved.

Example 3.1. The CLLD Protocol [6] Is Vulnerable to De-synchronization
Attack.

•Review of CLLD Protocol
Every tag Tj is assigned with an l -bit identifier tj = h(uj), where uj is an l -bit string

and h() is a one-way hash function. For each Tj, the server (with a database) stores an
entry [(uj, tj)new, (uj, tj)old, Dj] in which (uj, tj)new denotes the currently involved identity,
(uj, tj)old represents the last successfully verified identity, and Dj is Tj’s information. The
normal process of CLLD protocol is as follows.

R→ Tj : ri.

The reader R generates a random bit-string r1 ∈R {0, 1}l, and sends it to tag Tj. Then,
Tj generates a random bit string r2 ∈R {0, 1}l as a secret, and computes M = tj ⊕ r2
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and M2 = fj(r1‖r2), where f() is a keyed hash function. Next, Tj sends M1 and M2 to R
which soon forwards them along with r1 to the backend server S.

Tj → R→ S : M1,M2, r1

Upon receiving M1, M2 and r1, S retrieves each tj from all stored tag identity pairs
(new and old), and verifies (for each tj) whether the received value M2 equals to the
computed value f1(r1‖r2) in which r2 ←M1 ⊕ tj. If no tj satisfies the above verification,
S sends an error message to R and terminates the protocol. On the other hand, if
tj is found among the (uj, tj)old pairs, the server S recognizes that the tag Tj failed
to complete the whole process at the last authentication session, and Tj’s identity is
not updated. S then sets (uj, tj)new ← (uj, tj)old, and continues with the protocol as
normal. With the corresponding uj, the server computes M3 = sj ⊕ h(r2), and sends
it to R along with Di. Meanwhile, S updates the secrets, i.e., (uj, tj)old = (uj, tj)new,
uj(new) ← (uj � l/4)⊕ (tj � l/4)⊕ r1 ⊕ r2 and tj(new) ← h(uj(new)).

S → R→ Tj : M3

The reader sendsM3 to Tj. Once Tj receivesM3, it computes sj ←M3⊕h(r2) and h(sj),
and checks if h(sj) = tj. If it holds, Tj updates tj to h((uj � l/4)⊕ (tj � l/4)⊕ r1⊕ r2).
Otherwise, tj remains the same.
•De-synchronization Attack on CLLD Protocol [6]
A synchronized tag is assumed in which the secret information, i.e., tj = (tj)i, main-

tained at tag side equals to the values, i.e., (uj, tj)old = (uj, tj)i−1 and (uj, tj)new = (uj, tj)i,
stored in the server/database (DB). Note that we denote the secrets as (tj)i and (uj, tj)i
during session i.

The first phase (session i):

• System initialization: Ad recognizes CLLD protocol with the security parameter sp.
• InitReader( ): Ad selects the target tag Tj, and utilizes the oracle query O1 to
invoke a reader R to start a new session of CLLD protocol. After that, Ad obtains
the session identifier i, a state information st and a challenge message r1 i.
• Send(Tj, i, r1 i): Ad utilizes the oracle query O2 to send r1 i to Tj, and gets back a
tag response {M1 i,M2 i}. The value {M1 i,M2 i, r1 i} are temporarily maintained
and will be used in the third phase.
• At the end of this phase, the key values at the server side are (uj, tj)i−1 and (uj, tj)i,
and the key value at the tag side is (tj)i.

The second phase (session i+ 1):

• In this phase, Ad monitors Tj’s communication channel until a whole operation
process of CLLD protocol between another reader R′′ and Tj is performed completely.
Note that in session i+ 1, M1 i+1, M2 i+1, r1 i+1, r2 i+1 and M3 i+1, are produced.
• So far, the key values at the server side are (uj, tj)i and (uj, tj)i+2 and the key value
at the tag side is (tj)i+2.

The third phase (session i+ 2):

• Once the second phase is done, Ad performs the following procedures immediately.
• InitReader( ): Ad selects the target tag Tj, and uses the oracle query O1 to invoke
R to start a new session of CLLD protocol. Ad then gets the session identifier i+2,
a state information st and a challenge message r.
• SendToReach(S, i+2, {M1 i,M2 i, r1 i}): Ad uses the oracle query O3 to send {M1 i,
M2 i, r1 i} to S. Since {M1 i,M2 i, r1 i} are involved with key (uj, tj)i, the legitimacy
of {M1 i,M2 i, r1 i} will be examined successfully at S side. Then, S updates the
keys, i.e., (uj, tj)i and (uj, tj)i+3.
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Finally, Ad finishes the experiment and outputs a bit b′ as its conjecture of the value of
b from ExpAvailability

Ad . Obviously, the key values at S side are (uj, tj)i and (uj, tj)i+3,
and the key value at (Tj side is (tj)i+2. Since CLLD protocol adopts key indepen-
dent update, the key value shared between S and Tj is out-of-synchronization now, i.e.,
(tj)i+2 is not equal to (tj)i+3. In that case, the adversary Ad can make a correct guess
of b with the above attack steps, where only 2, 1, 1, 0, 0 and 0 execution times of
the oracle O1, O2, O3, O4, O5 and O6 are required, respectively. As the probabil-
ity that Ad(ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)-break the availability of CLLD protocol is significant, i.e.,
Adv(ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) = |Pr[Ad′s guess is correct] − 50%| = 50%, and the running time
of Ad is polynomial, we argue that CLLD protocol cannot provide (ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)-
availability.

Example 3.2. The ACA Protocol [1] Is Vulnerable to De-synchronization
Attack.

• Review of ACA Protocol
In ACA protocol, each tag Tj is assigned with two parameters, i.e., an l -bits idj and

an l -bits valj = h(seedj). Note that l should be large enough to prevent exhaus-
tive search attack of seedj. For each Tj, the server (with a database) stores an entry
[(idj, seedj)new, (idj, seedj)old, Dj] in which (idj, seedj)new is the currently involved iden-
tity and (idj, seedj)old represents the last successfully verified identity. At the system
initialization, (idj, seedj)new is equal to (idj, seedj)old. The normal operation process of
ACA protocol is as follows.

(1) The reader R generates a random bit-string r1 ∈R {0, 1}l and sends h(r1) to tag
Tj. Next, Tj generates a random bit string r2 ∈R {0, 1}l, and computes M1 =
pf(h(r1)‖idj) and M2 = pf(h(r2)‖idj). Then, Tj sends M1 and r2 to R. Upon re-
ceiving M1 and r2, the reader R queries the backend server S with {M1, r1, r2, h(r1)}.

(2) Once the server S obtains M1, r1, r2 and h(r1), S retrieves each idj from all stored
tag identity pairs (new and old) from database, and verifies whether the received
value M1 equals to the computed value M1 = pf(h(r1)‖idj). If no idj satisfies
the examination, the server sends an error message to the reader and the pro-
tocol stops. If idj is found among the (idj, seedj)old pairs, the server then sets
(idj, seedj)new ← (idj, seedj)old, and continues the protocol. With the corresponding
entry [(idj, seedj)new, (idj, seedj)old, Dj], the server S computes M1 = pf(h(r2)‖idj)
and M3 = seedj ⊕ M2, and sends it to the reader R along with Dj. Meanwhile,
S updates the secrets, i.e., (idj, seedj)old = (idj, seedj)new, idjnew ← g(h(r1) ⊕ r2 ⊕
seedj(new) ⊕ idj(new)) and seedj(new) ← r1.

(3) Upon receiving the server response, R sends M3 to Tj. After the tag Tj receives M3,
Tj computes seedj ←M3⊕M2, and checks if h(seedj) = valj. If it holds, the tag Tj

updates idj to g(h(r1)⊕ r2 ⊕ seedj ⊕ idj) and valj = h(r1).

• De-synchronization Attack on ACA Protocol [1]
Given ACA protocol, the adversary Ad performs the following malicious attack phases

to de-synchronize the secrets, i.e., idj and seedj, shared between the server S and the tag
Tj. We assume that in the session i−1, the secrets shared between Tj and S are as follows:
the secrets at the server side are (idj, seedj)old = (idj, seedj)i−1 and (idj, seedj)new =
(idj, seedj)i and the one at the tag side is (idj) = (idj)i.

The first phase (session i):

• System initialization: Ad recognizes ACA protocol with the security parameter sp.
• InitReader( ): the adversary Ad selects the target tag Tj, and utilizes the oracle
query O1 to invoke a reader R to start a new session of the ACA protocol. After
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that, Ad obtains a session identifier i, a state information st and a challenge message
{r1 i, h(r1 i)}.
• Send(Tj, k, h(r1 i)): the adversary Ad uses the oracle query O2 to send h(r1 i) to Tj,
and gets back Tj’s response {M1 i, r2 i}. The response message {M1 i, r1 i, r2 i, h(r1 i)}
are temporarily maintained and will be used in the third phase.
• At the end of this phase, the secret values at the server side are (idj, seedj)old =
(idj, seedj)i and (idj, seedj)new = (idj, seedj)i+1 and the one at the tag side is (idj) =
(idj)i.

The second phase (session i+ 1):

• In this phase, the adversary Ad is suspended and monitors the channel involved
with Tj until a new session of ACA protocol is held between another reader R′ and
Tj. Note that in session i + 1, M1 i+1,M2 i+1, r1 i+1, h(r1 i+1), r2 i+1 and M3 i+1 are
generated.
• At the end of this phase, the secret values at the server side are (idj, seedj)i and
(idj, seedj)i+2, and the secret value at the tag side is (idj)i+2.

The third phase (session i+ 2):

• Once the second phase is done, Ad performs the following procedures immediately.
• InitReader( ): the adversary Ad selects the target tag Tj, and uses the oracle query
O1 to invoke R to start a new session of the ACA protocol. Ad then gets the session
identifier i+ 2, a state information st and a challenge message {r1 i+2, h(r1 i+2)}.
• SendToReach(S, i + 2, {M1 i, r1 i, r2 i, h(r1 i)}): Ad performs the oracle query O3 to
send {M1 i, r1 i, r2 ih(r1 i)} to the backend server S. As {M1 i, r1 i, r2 ih(r1 i)} are
actually involved with secrets (idj, seedj)i, {M1 i, r1 i, r2 ih(r1 i)} will be successfully
verified at S side. Then, S performs the secrets update mechanism.
• Finally, the secret values at S side are (idj, seedj)i and (idj, seedj)i+3, and the secret
value at the tag side is (tj)i+2. Since ACA protocol utilizes key independent update,
the secrets shared between S and Tj are out-of-synchronization now.

With the above attack procedures, the adversary Ad does make a correct guess of b in
which only 2, 1 and 1 execution times of O1, O2 and O3 is required, respectively. As the
probability that Ad(ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)-break the availability of ACA protocol is significant,
i.e., Adv(ε, t, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) = |Pr[Ad′s guess is correct] − 50%| = 50%, and the running
time of Ad is polynomial, the insecurity of ACA protocol is proved.

3.3. Type II protocols are vulnerable to de-synchronization attack.

Theorem 3.2. Type II schemes [9,44,56] are vulnerable to de-synchronization attack. For
any given tag Tj, Type II protocols cannot provide at least (ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 1)-availability
(or (ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 1)-availability).

Proof: Given the target Type II RFID authentication protocol RAP() and its corre-
sponding security parameter sp, the adversary Ad considers the following de-synchroniza-
tion attack procedures. Note that in the session i− 1, the secrets shared between Tj and
S are synchronized. Let the key value at the server side is Ki

ID, and the key values at the
tag side are Ki

ID and Ki−1
ID .

The first phase (session i):

The adversary Ad continuously monitors the communication channel involved with Tj.
Once a session i of RAP() is invoked between the reader R′ and Tj, Ad acts as follows.

• Eavesdrop(R′, Tj, i, fi): Ad invokes the oracle query O4 to eavesdrop fj transmitted
between R′ and Tj, and temporarily records fi.
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Figure 3. The normal operation process of session i in type II protocols

• Intercept(R′, Tj, i, ri): Ad utilizes the oracle query O5 to interrupt ri transmitted
between R′ and Tj.
• After that, the key value at the server side is Ki

ID, and the key value at the tag side
is Ki+1

ID ← Oupdate(S
i
ID) and Ki

ID.

The second phase (session i+ 1):

Ad monitors the channel involved with Tj until a new session (i.e., i+1) of RAP() held
between another reader R′′ and Tj is completed. Note that in session i+1, ci+1, ri+1, vi+1

and fi+1 are transmitted. So far, the key values at the tag side are Ki+2
ID ← OUpdate(Si

ID)
and Ki

ID, and the key value at the server side is Ki+2
ID ← OUpdate(Si

ID).

The third phase (session i+ 2):

Once the second phase is done, Ad performs the following procedures immediately.

• InitReader( ): Ad selects the target tag Tj, and uses the oracle query O1 to invoke
R to start a new session of RAP(). Ad then gets back a session identifier i + 2,
state information st and a challenge message ci+2. Next, Ad queries Tj which first
replies message involved with Ki+2

ID and then sends message involved with Ki
ID, once
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Ad pretends that he/she cannot find the corresponding Ki+2
ID in the backend server.

This step consumes two oracle queries O2.
• Send(Tj, i+2, fi): Ad uses the oracle query O2 to send fi to Tj, where fi are involved
with key Ki

ID. Hence, fi will be examined successfully by Tj. Next, Tj updates the
key, i.e., Ki+3

ID ← OUpdate(Si
ID) and Ki

ID.

Finally, Ad finishes the experiment and outputs a bit b′ as its conjecture of the value of b
from ExpAvailability

Ad . The key value shared between S and Tj is out-of-synchronization now
as RAP() adopts key independent update mechanism. Note that the key value at S side is
Ki+2

ID , and the key values at Tj side are K
i
ID and Ki+3

ID . Since in RAP() the updated key is
always independent of the input value, it is obvious thatKi+3

ID is not equal toKi+2
ID . In that

case, the adversary Ad will make a correct guess of b with the above attack steps in which
only 1, 3, 0, 1, 1 and 0 execution times of the oracle O1, O2, O3, O4, O5 and O6 are needed,
respectively. As the probability that Ad(ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 0)-break the availability of RAP()
is significant, i.e., Adv(ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 0) = |Pr[Ad′s guess is correct]− 50%| = 50%, and
the running time of Ad is polynomial, we can conclude that the Type II protocols cannot
provide at least (ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 0)-availability. Note that some Type II protocols such as
[56] need one more attack step to invoke oracle query O6. Theorem 3.2 is proved.

Example 3.3. Gossamer Protocol [44] Is Vulnerable to De-synchronization
Attack.

• Review of Gossamer Protocol
In Gossamer protocol, each tag Tj stores a static identifier (ID), two index pseudonym

(IDSold and IDSnew) and four secret keys (k1 old, k1 new, k2 old, k2 new), where new/old
represents the parameter used in the current/last session. The backend server maintains
a static identifier (ID), an index-pseudonym (IDS) and two keys (k1 and k2). The tag
can operate simple bitwise functions such as XOR(⊕), AND(∨), OR(∧), Addition mod
2m(+), circular shift rotation (Rot(x, y)) and MixBits operation. At the beginning of
Gossamer protocol, the reader R sends a hello message to the tag Tj which soon responds
with its IDS. Based on this IDS, R probes the corresponding information of Tj from the
backend server.

R→ Tj : Hello

Tj → R : IDS

R→ Tj : A‖B‖C

With the information, i.e., ID, IDS, k1 and k2, retrieved from the backend server, the
reader R computes A‖B‖C and sends them to Tj, where n1 and n2 are random numbers.

A = Rot(Rot(IDS + k1 + π + n1, k2) + k1, k1);

B = Rot(Rot(IDS + k2 + π + n2, k2) + k2, k2);

n3 = MixBits(n1, n2); n′
1 = MixBits(n3, n2);

k∗
1 = Rot(Rot(n2 + k1 + π + n3, n2) + k2 ⊕ n3, n1)⊕ n3;

k∗
2 = Rot(Rot(n1 + k2 + π + n3, n1) + k1 + n3, n2) + n3;

C = Rot(Rot(n3 + k∗
1 + π + n′

1, n3) + k∗
2 ⊕ n′

1, n2)⊕ n′
1;

π = 0x3243F6A8885A308D313198A2.

From A and B, Tj can obtain two nonce values n1 and n2 respectively. Tj then computes
C ′ and checks whether the result is equal to the received C. If both of them are equal, Tj
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sends D to R, and updates its own secret parameters.

C ′ = Rot(Rot(n3 + k∗
1 + π + n′

1, n3) + k∗
2 ⊕ n′

1, n2)⊕ n′
1;

D = Rot(Rot(n2 + k∗
2 + ID+n′

1, n2) + k∗
1 + n′

1, n3) + n′
1;

n′
2 = MixBits(n′

1, n3); IDSold = IDS; k1 old = k1; k2 old = k2;

IDSnew = Rot(Rot(n′
1 + k∗

1 + IDS + n′
2, n

′
1) + k∗

2 ⊕ n′
2, n3)⊕ n′

2;

k1 new = Rot(Rot(n3 + k∗
2 + π + n′

2, n3) + k∗
1 + n′

2, n
′
1) + n′

2;

k2 new = Rot(Rot(IDSnew + k∗
2 + π + k1 new, IDSnew) + k∗

1 + k∗
1 new, n

′
2) + k1 new;

Tj → R : D

The reader R calculates D′ and check whether the computed D′ is equal to the received
D. It it holds, R updates IDS, k1 and k2 in the same way as Tj does.

D′ = Rot(Rot(n2 + k∗
2 + ID + n′

1, n2) + k∗
1 + n′

1, n3) + n′
1;

n′
2 = MixBits(n′

1, n3);

IDS = Rot(Rot(n′
1 + k∗

1 + IDS + n′
2, n

′
1) + k∗

2 ⊕ n′
2, n3)⊕ n′

2;

k1 = Rot(Rot(n3 + k∗
2 + π + n′

2, n3) + k∗
1 + n′

2, n
′
1) + n′

2;

k2 = Rot(Rot(IDS + k∗
2 + π + k1, IDS) + k∗

1 + k1, n
′
2) + k1.

• De-synchronization Attack on Gossamer Protocol [44]
A synchronized tag Tj is given, where the secret information (IDSi−1 and IDSi, k1 i−1,

k1 i, k2 i−1, k2 i) maintained at Tj side equals to the values (IDSi, k1 i, k2 i) stored in the
backend server. Note that we denote the secret as (IDSi, k1 i, k2 i) during session i.

The first phase (session i):

Let the adversary Ad continuously monitor the communication channel involved with
Tj. Once the normal process of session i of Gossamer protocol is invoked between the
reader R′ and Tj, Ad acts as follows.

• Eavesdrop(R′, Tj, i, A‖B‖C): Ad invokes the oracle query O4 to eavesdrop A‖B‖C
transmitted between R′ and Tj, and temporarily records A‖B‖C.
• Intercept(R′, Tj, i, D): Ad utilizes the oracle query O5 to interrupt D transmitted
between R′ and Tj.
• At the end of this phase, the backend server will not update the secret informa-
tion (IDS, k1, k2) associated with Tj. However, Tj updates its own secrets. There-
fore, the current status of shared secrets is as follows: (IDSi+1, k1 i+1, k2 i+1) and
(IDSi, k1 i, k2 i) at Tj side, and (IDSi, k1 i, k2 i) at server side.

The second phase (session i+ 1):

Let Ad monitor Tj’s communication channel until a new session (i.e., i + 1) of Gos-
samer protocol is successfully held by another reader R′′ and Tj. In this phase, Tj uti-
lizes the old record, i.e., IDSi, k1 i, k2 i, to communicate with the reader as the IDS
stored in the backend server is the old one. After that, the key values at the tag side
are (IDSi+2, k1 i+2, k2 i+2) and (IDSi, k1 i, k2 i), and the key value at the server side is
(IDSi+2, k1 i+2, k2 i+2).

The third phase (session i+ 2):

Let Ad perform the following attack procedures.

• InitReader( ): Ad selects the target tag Tj, and uses the oracle query O1 to invoke a
reader R to start a new session i+2 of Gossamer protocol. Ad then queries Tj which
first replies IDSi+2 and then sends IDSi, once Ad pretends that he/she cannot find
the IDSi+2 in the backend server. This step consumes two oracle queries O2.
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• Send(Tj, i + 2, A‖B‖C): Ad uses the oracle query O2 to send A‖B‖C to Tj, where
A‖B‖C are involved with (IDSi, k1 i, k2 i). Hence, the legitimacy of A‖B‖C will be
passed at Tj side. Next, Tj updates the key values, i.e., (IDSi+3, k1 i+3, k2 i+3) and
(IDSi, k1 i, k2 i).

Now the secrets shared between the server and the tag Tj are out-of-synchronization as
Gossamer protocol adopts key independent update mechanism. Note that the key values
at Tj side are (IDSi+3, k1 i+3, k2 i+3) and (IDSi, k1 i, k2 i), and the key value at the server
side is (IDSi+2, k1 i+2, k2 i+2). Finally, Ad finishes the experiment and outputs a bit b′

as its conjecture of the value of b from ExpAvailability
Ad . It is obvious that Ad will always

make a correct guess of b with the above attack steps in which only 1, 3, 0, 1, 1 and
0 execution times of the oracle O1, O2, O3, O4, O5 and O6, respectively, are performed.
As the probability that Ad(ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 0)-break the availability of Gossamer protocol
is significant, i.e., Adv(ε, t, 3, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) = |Pr[Ad′s guess is correct]− 50%| = 50%, and
the running time of Ad is polynomial, we have proved that Gossamer protocol cannot
guarantee (ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 0)-availability.

Example 3.4. The YW09 Scheme [56] Is Vulnerable to De-synchronization
Attack.

• Review of YW09 Scheme [56]
Every tag Tj is assigned with eight data records, i.e., ID, IDSold, IDSnew, K1 old,

K1 new, K2 old, K2 new and RID, which are stored in Tj’s internal memory. Note that
the currently involved records [ID, IDSnew, K1 new, K2 new, RID] and the last successfully
verified records [ID, IDSold, K1 old, K2 old, RID] are maintained simultaneously. For each
Tj, the reader R (and the server S ) maintains an entry [ID, IDS,K1, K2, RID]. At the
system initialization, S generates IDS, K1, K2 for each tag Tj and sets the Tj’s values
such as IDSold = IDSnew = IDS, K1 new = K1 old = K1, K2 new = K1 old = K2, R1 = R1

and RID = RID. The normal process of YW09 is as follows.

(1) Initially, the reader R sends a request message Hello to the tag Tj.
(2) Once Tj receives the Hello message, it first computes R1 and then calculates (IDSnew

‖IDSnew) ⊕ (RID‖R1) and RID + R1, and sends these two results to R, where
R1 = (K1 new ⊕K2 old) + ((K2 new ⊕K1 old) ∨R1). After receiving Tj’s response, the
reader R utilizes the RID retrieved from the server S (with its database) to derive
values R1 and IDS. Note that if the reader R can probe the matched record at S
side, it steps to the following authentication procedures; otherwise, it interrogates
Tj again and, after that, Tj will responds with (IDSold‖IDSold) ⊕ (RID‖R1) and
RID +R1.

(3) The reader R then exploits the matched IDS and two newly generated random
numbers n1 and n2 to calculate the values as follows. Next, the reader R sends
(A‖B‖C)⊕ (R1‖R1‖R1) to Tj.

A = IDS ⊕K1 ⊕ n1, B = (IDS ∨K2) + n2, K ′
1 = (K1 ⊕ n2)� K1,

K ′
2 = (K2 ⊕ n1)� K2 and C = (K1 ⊕K ′

2) + (K ′
1 ⊕K2)

(4) Upon getting the message from R, Tj first XORs (R1‖R1‖R1) with the received value
(A‖B‖C)⊕ (R1‖R1‖R1) to get (A‖B‖C), and then extracts n1 from A and n2 from
B. After that, Tj computes K ′

1 = (K1 ⊕ n2) � K1, K
′
2 = (K2 ⊕ n1) � K2 and

C ′ = (K1 ⊕ K ′
2) + (K ′

1 ⊕ K2). If C ′ does not match with the received value C,
the session is terminated; otherwise, the reader R is authenticated and Tj calculates
D = (K ′

2 + ID)⊕ ((K1 ⊕K2) ∨K ′
1) which is soon transmitted to R. Meanwhile, Tj

performs the updates: IDSold = IDS, IDSnew = (IDS + ID)⊕ (n2⊕K ′
1), K1 old =
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K1, K1 new = K ′
1, K2 old = K2, K2 new = K ′

2. After obtaining D, the reader R uses
the secret values stored at S side to compute. D′ = (K ′

2+ID)⊕((K1⊕K2)∨K ′
1) and

D′ with D. If both them are identical, S updates IDS = (IDS + ID)⊕ (n2 ⊕K ′
1),

K1 = K ′
1 and K2 = K ′

2; otherwise, the protocol is terminated.

• De-synchronization Attack on YW09 Scheme [56]
Given YW09 scheme and its relevant security parameter sp, the adversary Ad performs

the following attack steps. Note that in session i − 1 the secrets shared between Tj

and S are synchronized, i.e., the secret at S side is (IDS,K1, K2) = (IDS,K1, K2)i,
and the secrets in Tj are (IDS,K1, K2)old = (IDS,K1, K2)i−1 and (IDS,K1, K2)new =
(IDS,K1, K2)i.

The first phase (session i):

The adversary Ad first exploits the oracle query O6 to compromise an arbitrary tag Tj

and obtains the shared secret RID, where l 6= j. Ad then monitors the channel involved
with the target tag Tj until a normal operation process of YW09 scheme between the
reader R′ and Tj is held. During the authentication procedure, Ad records {(A‖B‖C)⊕
(R1‖R1‖R1)}i with the oracle query O4 and intercept the message {D}i via the oracle
query O5. Now the secret at S side is (IDS,K1, K2) = (IDS,K1, K2)i, and the secrets
in Tj are (IDS,K1, K2)old = (IDS,K1, K2)i and (IDS,K1, K2)new = (IDS,K1, K2)i+1.

The second phase (session i+ 1):

The adversary Ad monitors Tj’s communication channel until a whole authentication
session of YW09 scheme between another reader R′′ and Tj is completed. Note that in this
step (i.e., session i+1), {(A‖B‖C)⊕ (R1‖R1‖R1)}i+1 and {D}i+1 are produced and based
on (IDS,K1, K2)i. As n1 and n2 are fresh at each session, {(A‖B‖C)⊕(R1‖R1‖R1), D}i+1

is different from {(A‖B‖C‖) ⊕ (R1‖R1‖R1), D}i. Since (IDS)i+1 cannot be found in S
side, the old tag pseudonym (IDS)i and corresponding record (K1, K2)i will be used
to pass the legitimacy examination at R′ side. Thus, the tag Tj will update its secrets
(IDS,K1, K2)old = (IDS,K1, K2)i and (IDS,K1, K2)new = (IDS,K1, K2)i+2 while the
server S will update the shared secret (IDS,K1, K2) = (IDS,K1, K2)i+2.

The third phase (session i+ 2):

Once the second step is done, the adversary Ad immediately selects the target tag Tj

and invokes oracle query O1 to obtain a session identifier i+2, a state information st and
the challenge Hello message. The adversary Ad executes twice oracle O2 operations to
send Hello to Tj, and Tj responds {(IDSi‖IDSi)⊕ (RID‖R1 i+2), RID+R1 i+2}. In that
case, Ad can derive the values R1 i+2 and {(A‖B‖C)i⊕ (R1 i+2‖R1 i+2‖R1 i+2)} according
to the values RID and R1 obtained in step 1.

Ad then uses the oracle query O2 to send {(A‖B‖C)i ⊕ (R1 i+2‖R1 i+2‖R1 i+2)} to Tj.
Since {(A‖B‖C)i ⊕ (R1 i+2‖R1 i+2‖R1 i+2)} are involved with record (IDS,K1, K2)i and
fresh pseudo random number R1 i+2, {(A‖B‖C)i ⊕ (R1 i+2‖R1i+2‖R1i+2)} will be verified
successfully by Tj. Now the secrets at Tj side are (IDS,K1, K2)old = (IDS,K1, K2)i and
(IDS,K1, K2)new = (IDS,K1, K2)i+3; however, the secret at S side is still (IDS,K1,
K2)old = (IDS,K1, K2)i+2. As YW09 scheme adopts key independent update, the secrets
shared between Tj and S is out of synchronization now.

Finally, Ad finishes the experiment and outputs a bit b′ as its conjecture of the value
of b from ExpAvailability

Ad . With the above procedures, Ad does make a correct guess of
b, where 1, 3, 1, 1 and 1 execution times of O1, O2, O4, O5 and O6 are required. The
probability that Ad(ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 1)-break the availability of YW09 scheme is significant,
i.e., Adv(ε, t, 1, 3, 0, 1, 1, 1) = |Pr[Ad′s guess is correct] − 50%| = 50%, and the running
time of Ad is polynomial. The insecurity of YW09 scheme is demonstrated.
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3.4. Important remarks.

Remark 3.1. As RFID authentication protocols [4,12,23,35-37,48,53] do not possess se-
cret/key update mechanism, the forward/backward security cannot be guaranteed. Once
the target tag Tj was compromised, the revealed secrets contained in Tj can be exploited
by adversary to trace Tj’s (previously involved and future) events or trajectories.

Remark 3.2. The RFID authentication schemes [10,13,16,26,27,39,41-43,45] possess the
key update mechanism, but all of them lack the prevention scheme for de-synchronization
attack. Malicious attacker can easily break the synchronization of secrets shared between
the server and the tags via simple message interception.

Remark 3.3. The type III protocols [8,11,54,55] cannot guarantee the backward security
as the updated key is always dependent on the currently involved key value. Even if a new
session is invoked, the same updated key value will be derived.

4. Conclusion. Based on the proposed attack models, our two theorems have proved
RFID authentication protocols involving with key independent update and key redun-
dancy design cannot defend against de-synchronization attack. In addition, protocols
categorized in type III or those being analyzed by other references [10,13,19,22,23,29,30,
35,38,40,46,52,55], cannot guarantee forward/backward security. In summary, our work
shows that most existing authentication protocols cannot simultaneously provide forward/
backward security and resist de-synchronization attack in real world scenarios.
In this paper, we have introduced a formal definition of authentication availability

and its relevant adversarial experiment. According to the definition, we have demon-
strated that protocols categorized as types I and II are vulnerable to de-synchronization
attack, and argue that most existing RFID authentication schemes cannot provide for-
ward/backward security and defend against de-synchronization attack at the same time.
We are the first one to introduce formal attack models analyzing RFID authentication
protocols against de-synchronization attack. Our analyses indicate that key independent
update and key redundancy design (i.e., to store both new and old secret values in data-
base or tag) makes these RFID authentication schemes themselves difficult to support
authentication availability. Any future extension of these protocols without modification
on either key independent update or key redundancy design will incur the same identified
authentication flaw. In the future, we plan to develop a robust framework with strong
security and privacy to evaluate existing RFID authentication schemes, and propose a
practical RFID authentication scheme with formal security proofs.
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